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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF INTERVAL·SEARCHING
CONFLICT RESOLUTION ALGORITHMS
Abstract
A single multiaccess channel is studied with the outcome of a transmission being either 'idle'. 'success'. or
'collision' (ternary channel). Packets involved in a collision must be retransmitted, and an efficient way to
solve a collision is known in the literature as Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov (G1M) algorithm. which falls
into class of interval-searching contention resolution algorithms. Perfonnance analysis of the algorithm
was based on a numerical solution of some recurrence equations and on a numerical evaluation of some
series. The obvious drawback of such an analysis is lack of insight into the behaviour of the algorithm.
We shall present a new approach of looking at the algorithm and discuss some attempts of analyzing its
performance. In particular, expected lengths of a resolved interval and a conflict resolution interval as well
as throughput of the algorithm will be discussed using asymptotic approximation and "a small input rate"
approximation. Finally, we generalize these results to cover a wider class of interval-searching algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a broadcast packet-switching network a number of users share a common communication
channel. Since the channel is the only way of communications among the users, packet collisions
are inevitable if a central coordination is not provided. The problem is to find an efficient algo-
rithm for retransmitting conflicting packets. There are a number of algorithms, however, in
recent years conflict resolution algorithms (CRA) [2], [3], [5], [II], [12] have become more and
more popular. The basic idea of eRA is to solve each conflict by splitting it into smaller conflicts
(divide-and-conquer algorithm). This is possible if each user observes the channel and learns
whether in the past it was idle, succe~ or collision transmissions. The partition of a conflict can
be made on the basis of a random vRfiabte [3], [7], [9], [11] or on the basis of the time a user
became active [2], [5], [12]. The fOrIlle.r algorithm is known as Capetanakis-Tsybakov-Mikhailov
S S'I
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algorithm (stack algorithm) while the latter as Ganager-Tsybakov~Mikhailov algorithm
(interval-searching algorithm).
Performance analysis of eRA-algorithm is quite hard, since most quantities of interest are
involved in quite sophisticated recurrence equations. In fact, previous analyses of CRA-
algorithm were restricted to numerical evaluation of some recurrence equations. 'This was
relaxed by Hofti [7], FayoUe et al [4] and Szpankowski [9], and lately by Kaplan [14] as well as
by Mathys and Flajolet [15] for stack algorithms by solving some functional equations and apply-
ing asymptotic approximation technique. We use the same methodology to analyze interval-
searching algorithms. however, since the problem is much more difficult than the previous one,
we shall use some numerical analysis as well as an asymptotic approximation and so called
"small input rate" approximation.
In the next section, we shortly describe the algorithm and fonnulate problems to solve. In
Section 3, we reduce the problem to a simple one with a help of some simple numerical compu-
tations. Then a closed form solution for the modified problem will be given. Finally, we apply
asymptotic and 'small input rate' approximation to obtain tractable formulas for quantities of
interest, e.g. expected length of conflict resolution interval and throughput In particular, we shall
show that for Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm [5],[12] the average time to solve a
conflict of multiplicity n is O(lgn) ( compare with O(n) for stack algorithm), and the average
length of resolved interval is O(n-1). However, to detennine throughput of the algorithm we must
estimate not only the average values of conflict resolution interval and resolved interval, but we
need a tight approximation for genera:ting functions for the above quantities. This is done through
so called small input rate approximati9f'. We shall show that the real throughput equal 0.48771 is
approximated by 0.48819 in the sw.al1 input rate approximation. Finally, in Section 5 we
extend the above analysis in the seQ&e that a general recurrence equation common for a class of
interval-searching algorithms win be studied and solved. These considerations will be illustrated
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by performance evaluation of Berger's algorithm [2].
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us start with a short description of Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm with ternary
feedback [5],[12]. Assume a channel is slotted and a slot duration is equal to a packet transmis-
sion time. The algorithm defined below allows the transmission of the packets on the basis of
their generation times. Assume packets are generated according to a Poisson point process with
rate).. Access to the channel is controlled by a window based on the current age of packets. This
window will be referred to as the enabled interval (El). Let Sj denote the starting point for the i-
th EI, and tj is corresponding starting point for the conflict resolution interval (CRI), where CRI
represents the number of slots needed to resolve a coUision . Initially, the enabled interval is set
to be [sit min[sj +t, til), where 't is a constant which will be further optimized. At each step of
the algorithm we compute the endpoints of the EI based on the outcomes of the channel. If at
most one packet falls in the initial EI, then the conflict resolution interval ends immediately, and
Sj+l=Si+min{'t,t/-Si}. Otherwise, the EI is split into two halves, and three cases must be con-
sidered:
(i) all users whose current age of packets fall into the first (left) half are allowed to
transmit packets. If it causes next collision, all knowledge about the second half is
erased, and the first half is immediately split into two halves,
(ii) if enabling the first half causes on idle slot, the second half is immediately split into
two halves,
(iii) if the first half gives a success, the entire second halHs enabled
A CRI that begins with a collision continues until enabling the second half of some pairs gives a
success. The rate of successful transmission is called throughput. This algorithm is known in the
literature as Gallager [5], Tsybakov-. Mikhailov [12] algorithm (GTM algorithm). To analyze it
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we introduce below some notations.
Assume an initial collision of a eRI is of multiplicity n. Then all packets whose generation
time fall into an interval lSi. Si+l) are successfully sent in the i-th CRI. The interval lSi, Sj+l) is
called the i -th resolved interval (RI). Let Ttl and'tWn denote the expected value for CRI and RI,




T,=(2'-2r' [2'+nT'_1+L [nJT,], n?2k=l k
W o=W 1=1
,-I




Moreover, let T(x) and W(x) denote exponential generating functions for Ttl and Will respec-
lively, that is,
~ x'






In [12] it was also proved that the algorithm is stable if and only if the input rate A< Amax where
A..-x- xW(x)
-s~p T(x) (4)
In the next section we analyze (1) - (4), and give easy computable formulas for the quanti-
ties of interests.
3. ANALYSIS OF GALLAGER-TSYBAKOV·MlKHAILOV ALGORITHM
To find a closed form solution lU\d asymptotic approximation for Til. W/I' we first reduce
the problem of solving (1) and (2) to a simple one using some numerical analysis. Then an
analytical solution of the modified p!'Oblem will be given and finally we shall present some
approximations.
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Reduction to a simple problem
Solution of (1) and (2) are not known, but we are able to present a rigorous solution of the
following non-trivial recurrence equations:
to=t1=1









Naturally, ttl'5.Tn and WII~Il.' Before we deal with (5) and (6) let us find a relationship between
Tn. W/I and t". Wn " We have computed the differences Tn -In and (n +1) [Wn-wn] for n ~2.






where a =2.644 and b =0.9122. Hence, by (7) and (8) we reduce (1), (2) to solution of the
recurrence equations (5) and (6).
Closed form solution
Let t(x) and w(x) be exponential generating function for til and W llo We find explicit for-
mulas for t ex) and w (x).
Let us start with leX). Multiplying both sides of (5) by x"ln! and using boundary condi-
lions (to= t 1= 1) one finds that
t (x) -t (.!. )(e:Z12 _1)=e:Z - e%l2_ x -1
2







then multiplying (9) by xf(e X -1) we obtain
x x rzH(x)=2H(-)+--(e'-e' -x-I)
2 eX_I







we transfonn (12) into
x x xh(x)=h(-)+-·_-
2 4 eX_l
Note that (11) and (13) are of the same type. The common pattern is:
f (x)=a(x)f (px) +b (x)











(ii) Lb(P'X»):I a (pix)
k=O )'=0
we find a general solution of (14) as
is convergent (ISb)
00 1;-1
f(x)=f*(x) + Lb(P'x) IT a(pix ) (16)
k:=O j=O
To apply (16) successfully we have to compute the products in the right-hand side of (16).
For Eq. (12) we h.ve a(x)=2,
the following solution
'-I
so II a( 2
x
)=2k , and after some algebra we show that (9) has
ioO
(17)-[ r']t(x)=eJ:+(eJ:-l)L 1 ~2'"
k=O e-l
The same arguments may be applied to find w(x). Note that in that case the product in (16) is
equal to one, so (13) and (16) directly imply that
e<'i-l 1 "" xr2k
w(x)=~+-(e'-I)L •
x 4 k=o e Jl:2_1
is a solution of (12).
(18)
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We use now (17) and (18) to derive explicit formula for In and W,.. Expanding the expres-
sian under the sum of (17) one obtains
00 Blexlc
t(x)=2e'-l-x +(e'-I) L ,
'=1 k!(2 -I)
where Bn are Bernoulli numbers [1], [6], [8] defined as
(19)
z 00 zk
-,-I= LB'k1 Iz I < 21< (19.)
e-.l:=O •
Applying the rule of multiplication for series to the last component of (19) and comparing
coefficients on both sides of (19) we find
,-I [nl B,
t" =2-SIl0-S"1 + L k -,-
k=l 2 -1
where Silk is Kronecker delta. Using the same arguments to (18) we transform it into
eX-Ill co Blex lc
w(x)= +-x+-(e'-I) L----'--,--
x 4 4 k=ok!(2k+1-1)
and then one gets immediately





Formulas (17), (18) and (20), en) are one step forward to have better insight into the
behavior of the system. However, from the qualitative point of view they are still too complex to
judge of the real nature of the algorithm. Therefore, we apply asymptotic approximation to dis-
cover the nature of til and WIl' and we Ufie so called "small input rate" approximation to find
properties of W (x) and T (x).
Let us consider first W (x) given by (18). Note that the function under the sum in (18) is of




where (,(z) and r(z) are zeta and gamma functions [ll, [6]. Hence, the sum in (18) becomes for
Re(z)<2
(23)
The evaluation of the counter integral is routine, and it is equal minus the sum of residues of the
function under the integral, right to the line of integration [6], [8]. The poles of the function
under the integral are roots of the equation 22- z-1 =0. that is, Zj; =2-2niklln 2, k =0, ± 1.±2,....
Noting that ~(2)=1t2/6 [1], [13], hence after some algebra we finally obtain
e'x_l x n2 eX_l e1'_l
w(x)= +-+----+--Pz(x)
x 4 24ln2 x 4x
where
p z(x)~ _1_ :E ~(2- 21tiklln 2)r(2- 21tik Iln2)exp [2ltiklgx Jln2,_,..
(24)
and 19x =log2'=. Formula (24) might be used twofold. At first, to compute w (x) for sufficiently
large real values of x, and secondly to find asymptotic approximation for wlI • To take advantage
of (24) we must somehow evaluate P 2(X). In fact we show that P (x) = 0 (1). This is a conse-
quence of the following well known facts:
(i) lexp(iY)1 ';1, Y -real
(ii) ~(s+iy)=O(I) for s,y-real aods>I[13],




Thus, the series is uniformly bounded, i.e. the bound does not depend on x. Then (24) may be
rewritten as
e X _l x '1t2 eX_l eX_l
w(x)=--+-+--'--+ 0(1)
x "424ln2 x 4x
(25)
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Comparing coefficients of the power of x on the both sides of (25) we find that
I 1 i" I _I
w... = n+l +4"0"'1+ 24ln2 . (n+1) +O(n )
The last approximation might be also derived from (22). In [10] we proved that
w __1_+.1. +~ ...!.+-I-f (n)+0(n-2)
n - n+l 4 U," 24ln2 n 4n 2
where





Noting that f 2(n) is bounded (the proof repeats the same arguments used above for P (x» we
conclude that (26) and (27) are of the same nature.






The same idea as before might be used to evaluate the integral. However, now in addition to the
poles Zk= 1-21tiklln2 k =O,±1,±2, ... I (roots of the denominator) there is Doe simple pole at
z 0= 1 of zeta function which coincid,c;s with the pole of the denominator for k=O. This double
pole is the most difficult to handle, however using series expansions of the functions under the





Pl(X)~ l~ i i;(I-2ltikl/n2)r(I-21tikl/n2)exp(21tiklgx)
,~,..
Since P lex) is unifoImly bounded we might use (29) as an asymptotic approximation for t(x)
(for x> 7 it is a good approximation). However, it is much more complicated to determine an
asymptotic approximation for t,p because it is not easy to find coefficients in an expansion of
(eX -l)lgx. But alternatively (20) provides such an approximation. and in [10] we prove that
(30)
where
f l(n)=_I- i i;(1-21tiklln2)r(I-2ltikl1n2)exp(21tiklgn)
ln2 k=--,..
But, by the same arguments as before! len) is bounded and numerical analysis reveals that the
value of the function is very small in comparison with the other terms of (30). Thus, we may
safely ignore f I (n) for practical purposes.
Note, however, that to determine the maximum throughput~ given by (4) we must
evaluate W(x) and T(x) (or w(x) and I(X» for small values of x. We deal now with such an
approximation which is called a "small input rate" approximation. In fact we may use previ-








On the other hand, considering the first five teIIDs of the series in (19) we might approximate t (x)
for small values of x by
where
t (x)=2e' -1-x +(e' -1)£(x) + 0 (x'l (320)
(32b)
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Numerical analysis reveals that (31) and (32) very well approximate leX) and w(x) for all
x :S 3. As we shall see below the small value approximation is much more useful than asymp-
totic approximation to evaluate W (x), T(x) and 'Amax.
4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the previous section we have obtained explicit expressions for I(X), W (x), tin wn ' and we
have found approximate formulas for Wn and Tn_ Now, some numerical results will be
presented, however, we restrict our consideration to analysis of the maximum throughput A.max.
given by (4).
Let us study (4). To determine maximum throughput we have to find maximum over
xW(x)/T(x) where x is a real-valued variable defined as x =",'t. Using numerical analysis we
have shown above that for n > 3 the relationship between Tn' W", and In. w/I are given by (7) and
(8). Since T o=T 1=WO=W 1=tO=II=wO=wl=1 the only values of n which must be recon-
sidered are n =2 and n =3. Therefore, the generating function forTlI and W... are given as:
x 2 5x3 x 2 x 3
T(x)=t(x)+ -+ -+a(e::J:-l-x - ---)
2 12 2 6
and
x 2 x 3 b x 2 x 3 x 4
W(z)=w(z)+-+-+-(e'-I-z --- ---)
624z 2624
where a =2.644 and b =0.9122.
(33)
(34)
Note now that we have found above three different expressions for t(x) and w(x): exact
formulas given by (17) and (18), asnnptotic approximations (29), (25), and "small input rate
approximation" given by (32) and (31). Asymptotic approximation is not useful for us since it is
valid for x > 7, while we are interested in 0 < x < 2.
Numerical results reveal that W (x) and T (x) are very well estimated by the series and the
small rate approximations. To compllte~ given by (4) we use small input rate approximation.
It is known that direct search over (4) using recurrences (2) and (3) provides x op = 1.266 and
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"-max=0.48711. Our approximation gives xop=1.277 and Amax=0.48819 . In fact, in some
situations we may simplify a little fOImulas (33), (34) noting that approximations (7) and (8) are
good also for n =3. Then the telIIlS withx3 in (33) and (34) disappear. and numerical analysis
shows that Xop = 1.254 and Amax = 0.48246.
5. SOME GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section we generalize some of the results discussed before. Let us start with a
motivating example. In [2] Berger described a class of eRA algorithm with a binary feedback.
In particular, he introduced an algorithm called something/nothing with feedback that tells only
whether or not the previous slot was empty. He has shown that conditional average conflict reso-
lution interval, Tn. and conditional average resolved interval, WII , satisfy the following
recurrences (we present here a simple version ofBerger's formula for symmetric algorithm):
Moreover, maximum throughput Amax i~ given by [2]
A,.", = max xW(x)
. .x eJ:+T(x)




Recurrences (35) are of the same form as recurrences (1), (2) for GTM~algorithm, that is,
they differ only by the first additive ~nns. This suggests that the previous approach might be
applied to find approximate formula for T,. and W/I' However, instead of repeating once again
the same derivations we present below a solution for a class of recurrences which is common for
the problem we discuss here.
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First of all, by numerical analysis we reduce recurrences (35) to a simple form, namely we
define sequences til and WI! as in (5), (6) respectively, that is, tenns n Tn_1 and n W,,_l from
(35a), (35b) are dropped in til and W/I" Then, numerical analysis reveals that for n ~ 3 the follow-
iog approximation holds
lX~4.0S3 (37)
and W/I is computed as in (8) (note that recurrences (2) and (35b) are the same). Concluding out,
the problem is reduced to solution of the recurrence for In and wll "
Generalizing these two examples, we consider the following recurrence for In:
(38)
solve: n>N
where s and N are given integers, N > -s. and an is any given sequence, n =0,1,.... This type of
recurrence was analyzed in [10]. Using the same arguments as in the previous section, we show
that solution of (38) is reduced to determining a solution of the following functional equation
(39)
where L (z) is exponential generating function ofLII = III -1 0 and
gk=lk(l-2k-$)-Ok2-$-2""k""$~[~Jlko k=1,2, ... ,N
1=1
In (40a) a (z) is exponential generating function for all.
(40a)
(4Gb)
To present a closed form solution for (38) and (39) we introduce a simple sequence
transformation. Let us define for any sequence XII a new sequence XII by the following equation
(41a)
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where Bt are Bernoulli numbers (see (19a». Note also that exponential generating function for
Xn•.i(z), is equal to .t(z )=z x(z Y(e
Z -1). Sequences XII and.i", are known in the literature [6] as
Bernoulli inverse relation. We prove that
Theorem 1. If I (z) is (1- s t-times differentiable, than exponential generating function 1(z) of
In is given by
(42)
or in another form.
- k
(l t. eZ_l ~ bkz
l(z)=loez+z -$ '.l'(eZ-l)+b(z)+-- L _k'(2k+s 1_1) (43)
z k:o:(2-s) •
where
1;= 1(1+st-1 081,(I_.I'y-l oB (1-.I'y
a-=min{O,a} and bk> k=O.l •... are coefficients in the series expansion of b(z) (see (45a) and
(45b)).
Proof Eq.(42) follows from solution of functional equation (39) by the same arguments as we
used to derive (16), (19) or (21). Eq.(43) is • consequence of (42). For details see [10).







.. _$ -8 min{k,N} [k)
b,=2 (0,-.08,)-1 0(1-2 )B,,+(I-BkO) L i
1=1
and XA. is equal to one if A holds, otherwise it is zero.
(45b)
Proof Eq.(44) follows directly from (43) and is a consequence of multiplication formula for
series.
In order to apply (43) and (44) we must compute explicit formula for 411 for a given
sequence all' From the practical point of view, the most interesting is the case an = [~ )q /I •
where r is an integer and q is a constant. But then, using well known properties of Bernoulli
numbers nne finds [1),[6]
o
o -~ [n)B [n-k) "-L [n) ,~ [n-r)B "-,-,_ [n) 'B ()
/I. - LJ k k r q - r q £.J k k q - r q Il-r q
k~ k~
where B/I.(x) is Bernoulli polynomial [1], [6].
(46)
Eq.(44) is used in [10] to derive asymptotic analysis for '/1.' However, as long as we are
interested in estimating maximum thJo1Jghput for eRA algorithms we need only small value
approximation for generating function I (z) as it was shown in the previous section for GTM-
algorithm. Then, assuming in (43) that Iz I <~, ~ is a sroaU real value, we find immediately the
following approximation for I (z):
whereM> (2-sr, andM is a rather small integer.
Now we are prepared to evaluat~ m~mum throughput for eRA algorithms. The reader is
asked to check that previously obuu@4 results for GTM-algorithm follow immediately from
(42)-(47). For Berger's algorithm w~ must compute T(x) and W (x). The latter was found before
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in (34). For T(x) we must first compute t(x) (see (37». But til satisfies a recurrence of type
(38), hence (47) is valid with s=O, N=l Q/I=2+nrll -Z-". Then, by (40) 81=-2 and
Bk _1(l12)-Bk (1I2). But it is well known that [1] BII (112)=(2
1- 1I -1) B". hence
bk=BJ; -1.5kBk_1+ 2kCZ-k - Z-1)Bk_1-(21-k -1)8k + 1.58,,1' Finally, by (47) we find
t(x)=3e x - 2-2x +e1'f2(O.sx _l)+(eJ: -l)f(x)




To compute T(x) we use (37) ( note that (37) is valid only for n> 3). Evaluating Tj for
i =0,1,2,3 by recurrence (35a), we find after some algebra
(49)
where 0.=4.053 and leX) is given by (48). Then maximum throughput A.mu (see (36)) might be
found. Numerical analysis reveals that A.max =0.27677 for x =0.92. Direct computation over
(35) - (36) show that the exact value ofAmax is 0.27676, so the approximation is perfect.
Further generalizations of the above study are possible. In particular, we might be
interested in asymptotic approximation of in. (Eq.(44». Such an analysis is presented in [10]. In
particular, we proved that tn. for Berger's algorithm is asymptotically equal to tn. =3+0.5 19 (n 411t)
+ 0.5 'Y/ln2+ 0 (n -I), where 'Yis Euler constant [1],[6]. Moreover, further studies should deal with
exact solution of recurrences for Tn., Wn. instead of reducing the problem to solution of
recurrences for tn. and Wn.. Moreover,1Isymmetric GTM-algorithm and Berger's algorithm should
be analyzed (by asymmetric we mean that enabled internal is not divided into two equal parts, but
a fraction of the interval is used to solve a conflict.)
-17 -
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